o
I]~t lm-~&mLi~n l'he transcription p).'o{|rams oporah; by pattern match:{an 9 the aotlrel~ text with the 8el ef text.else-speeoh rule8o "flle 8yetel,i J_,<+ aotuslly a Lhree I.)aas one+ fh(~ f'irrt~ the piifllary objective of' the ~,esesrch~co[~vet't.'i eny text using the traditioim]. spellin[j systel, into phoiieti(" syl,bols using the ;(nterilaLloi]al Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)~ A i'tl!e has t, htt~" the general fsrm-~ oontextl.
[text] eantexttl = phoiJeties; fh~s reads; in a .qiwm eentext~ if sny~ indicated at left sed/or right o£ breclcets~ the t,+ri.t|;en form involved iri Lhe ru].e yield8 the phenol{r: l, epreaelltation appearing in the, ~ second port of the equation° for {nots{lee I th [aJ+] =aajj~ (el. Appendix B) m~erm that the mitten form a~ preceded by <Lh (:i.t[~elf preceded hy e spare indicating that it [ilUSt be the, start of" a lexeme)~ arid no matter what Follows (aloes there is oo 8pace hufore the eqmd. sJgn~ mk'mg the rule applicable not only to ttm~ but to Ta~wai b tail~aimi% &co) sheuld IJo 'b-rb]~'otineed /a j/ (Mliolb in our sol-hoe phsn(.~tio syotelii~ see Apperidix A~ i represented by ai+), 1he seee.(I system csnvert,,~ the phon(~L:[e roprese.ntatiorl J.nto a more specific sne~ which determines the, appropriate duration ami :i~H:}F;ct.Lun oC each phonem(;, "file third eonwn:h; {ill) lliOPe ,qpe(;:[i'i (~ rq) amh as the one from Frmme of (,Juebeeo tim rules are therefore based on the phonological system of "standard" Frencl b including the nasal vowel /~/ and the harrowed English phoneme /'0 / but esing only front /a/ to transuribe the two s~% arid /n j/ to transerihe the dorso-pslstal no-so{. /j-i/~ Gomilmtes within words were generally not accounted far° 1he ms51 objective was to develop the best l)assible set of ?LIIo8 for transcription of any word ill text({ [{seed on tile (]£ mrs{ lexicon oF Freneh.
To thi~l effect rules should yield a correct transcript:ion for meal Dequent cases of homographa~ end mo,~L commonly used "exceptions" and )!are words°
The algorithm thus developed wss inteeded for off 'is{eat use in micro-computerSo In an effort to a(;hieve accurate transeription~ on ( ~, had to be carefu/ not to overextend the program, A balance had continually to be struck between writing rules that cannot possibly he finite, if aimed at exhausting aii the possibilities of the lexicon and of speech, and program manageability and efficiency, lhe task of attempting to take into account new exceptions to the rules, and all possible contexts far homographs and liaisons, without mentioning English words and abbreviations, is virtl?ally never-ending.
Various constraints influenced the approach taken,
Constraints
The approach followed was contingent on the various constraints under which research had to be conducted (ever a three-year period by a computer programmer and the main investigator, with a full teaching load).
Research had therefore to be based on the original program developed four years earlier.
An overhaui of the set of rules taking into account syllabification and the graphemic system of French as set forth by N. Cataeh (1980) was not, For all practical purposes, possible.
Consequently, if the above-described phonological system chosen for representing common French pronunciation little differs from the one used by N. Catach (1984) , our graphic system is not always based on graphemes, now considered as the units in this system, As a result, for instance, we have rules For the graphic forms aill and all instead of rules for the graphemes i11 and il preceded by 2.
This, and the lack of syllabification, is no doubt a cause of some lesser efficiency in the text to phonetics correspondences.
Whereas N. Catach's program consists of 240 basic grapheme-phoneme rules, ours is made up of some 325 such rules, directly evolved from the original basic program.
However, as said earlier, our primary objective in the present research was to correctly transcribe the maximum number of words belonging to the general lexicon while dealing with homographs and liaison in discourse in a more sophisticated way.
Tools
In order to greatly improve upon the original program~ rules had to be tested against large corpuses.
The first was made up of the French Pronunciation Dictionary by A. Martinet and H. Wal~er (1973) based on actual usage, and not on a prescriptive norm.
The dictionary is made up of some 50,000 words, out of which lO,O00, chosen for the investigation, register variations in pronunciation.
A computer program was written for checking the pronunciation of each word, as given by the program rules, against the first -or only -end any other pronunciation registered in the dictionary (of. Appendix C).
Statistics of matches against As a result, non matches as recorded on print-outs allowed for systematic correction of faulty rules, and, consequently, continuous improvements to the algorithm. It was moreover possible, when a word was mispronounced in the dictionary or in a text, to detect which rule, or ordering, was involved.
The following example shows how 811 the rules involved in the pronunciation of a word could be listed:
As numerous non matches -not considered aa genuine pronunciation errors but rather aa possible variations -resulted from transcriptions with open instead of closed unstressed, vowels, or vice-versa, in the ease of E, 0 and EU, the neutralization applying to A (selection of one phoneme, the front one) was extended for eorreotion~s sake. Real pronunciation errors were then made to stand-out in the print-outs, and facilitated systematic correction of errors in the rules.
As far as the graphic=to-phonetics rules themselves are concerned, to the exclusion of other types of rules (for liaisons, homographs, etc...), correction stopped when it was felt that the rules produced an optimal phonetic transcription (of. Appendix D) considering the system used. Given the fact that there are many permitted variations even within standard pronunciation, in particular in unstressed syllables, comprumlses had to be often reached in the development of the rules.
IL should not, however, be construed from the use of Martinet & Waiter's dictionary that it was used as a model of "good" French pronunciation to be reproduced. It was basically used, as mentioned earlier above, as a tool for systematic corrections of tile rules, as well as a reference dictionary registering variations in pronunciation. In the development of the conversion rules between graphic forms and tlleir phonetic representation, constant use was made of other reference works, mainly of Le Petit Robert (PR) and the Dictionary of --" r' Fr~6unc~n ~ Ao Lerond (Larousse, 1980) . In fact no effort at all was made to reproduce some features to be found in the general pronunciation revealed by the data such as the pronunciation of geminates and the use of
/o%/vs/E/.
]he second corpus, made up of texts, as opposed to lists of single words, also consisted of some 50,000 words. These were mainly articJes found in French and Quebec general information magazines. They were not only intended as a further way of checking on graphic=phonetic rules but, above all, as s means of enhancing rules for liaisons and homographs.
tie will now briefly discuss two major areas oH which tile research focused.
4.

Treatment of liaisons
improvements to the earlier basic program proce,)ded along two lines: e) increasing the number of words causing obligatory, and to s lesser extent semi-obligatory, liaisons; b) refining on rules taking more liaison contexts into account without creating forbidden liaisons eL the same time.
4.1 5electio. of words making up liaison rules llere again, a balance had to be struck between the will to take as many liaison, contexts into account, and the over extension of the rules, not to mention that absolutely all liaison possibilities cannot be allowed for selection or words causing liaison -to be added to lists in original program based on Juilland frequency list -was further made a) according to frequencies given in the Basic Orthographic Lists or LO__BB (Catach, 1984) ;-~b) linguistic awareness, since it was no longer s matter of focusing on a 5,000 but on s 50,000 word lexicon. Memory limitations on the program contributed moreover all along to reduce the list of liaison rules as much as possible, l o this effect, semi-obligatory liaieons were generally only entered for verbs, and the decision was finally taken because it was felt they made comprehension of synthetic speech easier.
The program includes close to 300 -mostly obligatory -liaison rules, out of which some 180 for adjectlves alone. Here is an example of In the earlier programs, all liaison rules looked like the above. Liaison was always applied, except before a consonant or so called aspirated h words. These have ts be listed, and liaison is prevented before them through the use of a macro symbol referring to their list. llowever, applying liaison to all other vowel initial words is bound to cause unwanted liaisons such as in:
II est vllain eL r~ossit
UBe of ~croe
It was eonsequently necessary to introduce constraints on the context of application of liaison rules, and this was accomplished through the use of two different macro symbols. The first, E, prevents application of the liaison rule only before s consonant initial or an aspirated h word. The second, L, restrict liaison beTore entire parts of speech. In this case before prepositions (P), relative and interrogative pronouns (R), conjunctions (J) and verbs (B). These complex macros -as opposed to simple ones such as V for vowel and C for consonant -therefore require lists of words to be available to the system. To increase efficiency, such lists |lad to be drawn and ordered in terms of the frequency of the words to be included.
By preventing liaison before vowel initial words belonging to specific parts of speech represented by other macro symbols, and included in lists available to the system~ the use of the macro symbol L in liaison rules allows for a correct transcription, without liaison, of ' usually a determiner, in such a context
We:
Le premier/el man second se ressemblent.
It must, however, be obvious that the treatment of ambiguities, in the case of liaison or homographs, through the immediate context of the word involved in the rule, has its limitations. Beeides the fact that all parts of speech are not represented, macros end the lists they make available to the system are far from being exhaustive.
@so of hard vs. Bolt hyphe.
The presence of an hyphen after, or before a word, or part of a word, to which a liaison rule applies, is bound to modify the nature of the liaison. Forinstance, if final s in ~tats can be pronounced /z/ in des Elate un~s2~_a [ des liens 4conomique8, liaison must be'made in let ~'tats'-unis. Similarly a third person singular verbal ending in d should be pronounced /t/ then followed by on hy-pheo and a personal pronoun (inversion of the subject) whereas liaison is optional or forbidden in other eases. Any slich generalization will of course entail listing rules accounting for exceptions (%hat--hua)Dt.) and will. cause some new compounds ts be incorrectly proneulleed (1.esL~ut.s2].t--On the oLher hand, the use off a soft hyphen (-.) J.n a rll]G ~ will. allow the rule tO be appl:ied whether the word is or riot: preceded and/or f'ol]owed by an hyphen. [tie rule .--mar[sJ =ss~ will cause pronunciation of" the final s whether the word appears sniLs own~ is found '{'n a compound (ehal2~[lde.7.ma~8) or in a phrase such as~ en fdw~ier~mars. ]he use of soft hyphen helps solve the preb].em of" the uusys'temst.ie use of" hyphen in French compounds~ thus reducing pronunciation errors in computer processed texts° As above mentioned~ use of' macro aymbols~ referring to special lists of words available to the syste,% makes possible generalization concerning the context surrounding graphie forms appesrieg in rules.
They were particularly useful as new symbols were creeled to this effect:, in tile treatment of ambiguities~ which constitute a major problem to be solved in developing text-to--phonetics rules for French. makes use of 1"t for plural determiners, and A~ which can be any adverb from a special liet or nothing.
The program includes some lOO rules of the kind i which evolved from the analy,~Jis of the texts.
They were tested against these and such nenSellae 8ellJ;snee8 a8 th.i8 one~ correctly transcribed by tile program: Lea parents du pr~ssident president en occident le serpent ~: serpent le froment de l'opulent president,, Naturally the same rules that produce a correct pronunciation in the above 8entenoe~ could produce errors in ethers. It is obvious again that this treatment of ambiguity i8 noL error proof for 8everal reasons: 1) more remet:.. ~ contexts then the one8 tl)at can be defined by 
